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Barmy Derby will make Rams fans chortle away, and frequently state: “well, I never knew
that!” A blend of fact and fun, the book offers a multitude of conventional statistics and
stories, but which appear alongside different views on the club that you won’t have seen
before. Guaranteed!
The main core of the book is a chronology of Derby County’s 134-year history. The ebb
and flow of each season is built up, step-by-step, via succinct, one-sentence facts alongside exact dates, thus allowing the reader to feel the ecstasy and the agony (mainly the
agony) of their counterpart fans, back in the day. Within the chronology though, seasons
and decades are punctuated with a host of quirky facts, strange events, bizarre coincidences and striking statistics, while “Perspective” snippets demonstrate that football is
just a game, but life is a whole lot tougher.
However, if it’s plain “barmy” that you want, then check out the Barmy Yarny, a short
piece of fiction about Derby County that is sure to have you laughing out loud, while the
story is accompanied by conventional and quirky facts relating to the 154 Rams players
who appear in the yarn!
So if you’re up for it, go ahead, prime the Ramometer and take your seat at Pride Park.
Or given the offbeat nature of parts of this book, perhaps you’d prefer an away trip…
perhaps to St Flanneldrews, The Guffawthorns or The Stadium of Tripe…

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Derby-born Andrew Beardmore has been a lifelong supporter of his home-town club. In his first
match as a young boy, he saw Derby County lift the Texaco Cup after beating Airdrieonians 2-1.
That was on 26 April 1972 – the last time that Derby won a significant cup competition! By the
time his family took him to see Derby win 2-5 at Burnley in a crucial game on Easter Monday 1975,
he was obsessed. Thirty three years later, and his mood on a Saturday evening is still totally
dictated by Rams results. Thankfully, summer offers a three-month hiatus, as Derbyshire CCC
results are handled with a greater degree of pragmatism; not so DCFC, though, where hope
springs eternal!
In other interests, Andrew plays multiple musical instruments, and once supported the likes
of Victor Sylvester and Joe Loss as a member of his father’s dance band. Andrew also writes and
travels in his spare time (he works full-time in IT), and is the author of six books (so far) in the
Unusual & Quirky series of county history books, also published by Halsgrove.
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Left: Derby County, Football
League Champions 1974/75.
Here the Rams parade the
Championship trophy around
the Baseball Ground before
their final match of the season
against Carlisle.
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Below: Heady Days! It is
25 October 1972, and here we
see Roy McFarland (partly
obscured) heading Derby into
the lead against the mighty
Benfica in the Second Round of
the European Cup.
PHOTO: Andy Ellis
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Above: Brian Clough
(right) and Peter Taylor (left)
signing new contracts
under the watchful eye
of chairman Sam Longson
and secretary, Stuart Webb.
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Left: Derby County celebrate
promotion to Division One
on 2 May 1987 after goals
from Phil Gee and Bobby
Davison secure a 2-1 win
over Leeds United.
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